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2020 WINTER NOUVELTIES

NEW! ORNAMENT GEL
Make the ornaments pattern-making easier with our new 
Ornament Gel! Non cleansing gel with medium consistency for 
those nail tech who loves to make ornaments on the nails. It is 
perfect for drawing very thin lines or making thicker patterns 
with it. This product will be available in 5 colors.
Cure time: 2-3min (UV), 1-2min (LED)

NEW! XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL – SHIMMER LATTE 
One of our most wanted product-line has a shining new member, the Shimmer Latte 
with fine sparkles in it.
This is the new generation of bulider gels: it won’t burn while curing, Xtremely thick 
which makes the shaping effortless and the filing simple. In this product-line, we merged 
the best attributes the gels and acrylic, so you can work with this acrylgel as long as you 
wish. The consistency of this product is similar to the acrylic but it won’t cure on air, only 
UV or LED lamp. When you filing, it’s like magic: easier then the gels but the durability is 
close to the acrylic. Thanks to the tube-like package we can work with it lostless. 
Recommended Use: with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Thinner
Cure Time: 4-5 min (UV/LED), 1-2 min (LED)

NEW! STAMPING COLOR GEL
Fasten your everyday salon work with our new Stamping Color Gel!
Non cleansing, soak-off, highly pigmented stamping color gel, which we 
can use more then once at the time. We can use as much time as we 
wish, because it cures only at UV and LED light.

Now it’s available in new, green color! 

NEW! GLASSY CRYSTALAC
This glassy effect will make every color magical and beautiful.
We will have 2 new shade of Glassy CrystaLac: red and dark blue for 
a limited time. These flexible, soak-off gel polishes are capable of 
creating many kind of effects. Use them with the Tiger Eye Infinity 
CrystaLacs, the glittery CrystaLacs or the ChroMirorr Pigment 
Powders for the breathtaking results!
Cure time: 3-4 min (UV), 2-3 min (LED)
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NEW! NAIL STICKERS
We have collected the best charming christmas patterns for you: 
snow flakes, little angels and these are perfect match for our new 
winter Royal Gel and CrystaLac trend colors!

NEW! MOISTURISING HAND, FOOT AND BODY LOTION
The Crystal Nails newest lotion product line has arrived 
and they’re all: 
• silicon free
• paraben free
• SLS free
• Sulfate free
• PEG free

NEW! ROYAL GEL TREND COLORS WINTER 2020
Non-cleansing color gels in one layer only
Create spectacular nails in the winter season too with the new trend 
color shades of Royal Gels!
Try these new colors in 3ml version for limited period of time!

NEW! 3 STEP CRYSTALAC TREND COLORS OF WINTER 2020
The winter trend colors of the 3 Step CrystaLacs has 
arrived in wonderful deep shades this season!

Apricot RICH/Raspberry RICH: 30ml, 250ml
Tea Ceremony/Frosen Rose: 30ml, 250ml (limited)

3ml –  (limited)
4,5ml

   

APRICOT RICH, RASPBERRY RICH, TEA CEREMONY, FROSEN ROSE
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The perfect choice for dry skin in 
the winter season could be…



NEW! ONE STEP CRYSTALAC TREND COLORS WINTER 2020
The holiday season is coming soon which means it’s time to create 
beautiful decorations for Christmas and New Year’s Eve! 

CN Advise: Use the new 1S98 Blinding White for base under our 
new sparkling One Step CrystaLac colors or use any darker shade 
for more spectacular result!

NEW! GLAM GLITTERS 
We just can’t have enough of the glitters! The beloved Glam 
Glitters product line will get 3 new astonishing shade for this 
holiday season. They will sparkle brightly in purple, white and 
turquoise on your guests especially for the holiday.

NEW! WINTER KITS – ROYAL GEL, 3 STEP AND ONE STEP CRYSTALAC
4 collections of the new winter colors in a box what you can 
transfer into a very dashing display. Just pick out the jars and 
the display crown out of the box than lay it down. Make these 
wonderful Royal and CrystaLac kits, the jewel of your workstation!

4ml 
8ml 

Deep Concept 3 STEP CrystaLac kit 4x4ml 
Brilliant Harmony 3 STEP CrystaLac kit 4x4ml 
Shimmering Illusion ONE STEP CrystaLac kit 4x4ml  
Royal Velvet Royal Gel kit 4x4,5ml   

1S98

#13 - FEHÉR

#14 -LILA #15 -TÜRKIZ

1S100

1S101

1S99

NEW! DISPLAY TIPS BIG COVER PINK
Ideal shape and size for presentation and practice. Thanks to the 
Cover Pink color shade, it doesn’t requeries any base color. 
50pcs in one package.



NEW! SWAROVSKI PIXIE 
We have 2 new shades of the Crystal Pixie familiy. You can create 
very spectacular and sparkling surfaces with these small and fine 
Swarovski crystals. You can use them for covering the whole nail.
Swarovski Crystal Pixie – Petite Starry Night 5g
Swarovski Crystal Pixie – Edge Rock Shock 5g
Swarovski Crystal Pixie – Bubble Urban Kiss 5g
Swarovski Crystal Pixie – Bubble Feeling Wild 5g

NEW! CN XTREME CUTICLE PUSHER 
It’s very durable and it has been made of stainless steel. You can do 
a way more precise manicure with this product due to the special 
rounded design and the more sharp scraping edge.

NEW! XTREME PRO ULTRASONIC CLEANER
In 2 awesome color (White és Sweet Pink)
If you want your metal tools as clean as new, you can stop 
looking! With this product, the cleaning process will be more 
confortable, practical and fast. We developed these machines 
to make easier your everyday salonwork: you can clean several 
tools at once. The design is practicle, simple and clean. The 
container itself made of stainless steel. 
The program will lasts 5 minutes, and you can actually see the 
difference after.
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NEW! CHRISTMAS FILE
Surprise your guests with the new 150/180 christmas file. 
A little personal gift, they will appriciate it!
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NEW! CRYSTALWIPE – WET NAIL WIPES
These long time wanted special wet nail wipes will be the necessary 
part of your salon. We developed especially for professional usage 
so the efficiency is not a question at all. We can avoid the drying 
process of the products due to the exceptional resealable box.

RENEWED!SUPER BRIGHTNESS - SUPERSTRONG MAGNIFYING LED LAMP
Our little magnifying lamp is back and renewed, after a long 
break. We built into the product 18 pcs of SMDLED panel and 
we made the AC adatper removable. So it not just has became 
modern looking but it has became power-saving as well; but we 
haven’t change everythin: we left the best. The practical size,  the 
adjustable head area and the low distortioned maginfying lense 
has stayed the same.

NEW! PRACTICE SHEETS FOR NAIL DECORATION (ORNAMENT PATTERNS)

Practice worksheet which contains 7 pages of the most popular 
ornament patterns. Due to the matte, foiled pages make possible 
the repeating practice because the materials can easily removed 
from the surface. 

NEW! CUTICLE AND NAIL CARE OIL

The most neccesary acceccories of the winter season is the 
limited christmas edition of the Cuticle Oils. The scent of these 
products will immediately remind them the spirit of christmas. 
You can give it to your customers as gift and they will love it!

blueberry 80pc/box
guava 30pc/box

BLUEBERRY , GUAVA
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